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A first look at the exhibition may be a little surprising. The gallery looks very tidy, even empty. 
There are no pictures or photographs on the walls. A first impression sees just empty white 
walls and basic architectural installations in the form of simple white cubes.
For this comprehensive presentation of his oeuvre at mumok Austrian artist and filmmaker 
Josef Dabernig (born 1956 in Kötschach-Mauthen) has installed a spatial display that 
makes the most of all the potential offered by three levels of the museum. Space and order 
in space are central elements in a sculptural statement that addresses the white cube 
as the paradigm of modernist display and the two formats of museum and cinema. The 
exhibition structure stringently follows one of Dabernig’s basic dispositives, the grid, which 
is in evidence in the form of the large white cubes, the arrangement of objects in display 
cases, and in the placing of bases and plinths in the gallery. This is a key element of the 
artist’s work, and it is seen again in the forms of the mountings on the walls. As a unifying 
leitmotif, the grid relates all of Dabernig’s different fields of work to each other, from his 
mathematically structured aluminum grids to his early sculptures, conceptual lists and 
works with text, and his photo panoramas of soccer stadiums or his film works.
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Rows of cubes of increasing size on the one side and decreasing in size on the other side 
of the gallery are the dominant spatial elements of the exhibition, mirrored on two levels 
of the museum, and contrasting the white cube of the exhibition space and the black 
box of a movie screening. Their staggered size and height give these cubes a slanting 
perspective across the whole white exhibition space, and also indicate contrasting 
shortened perspectives. The title of the exhibition, Rock the Void, could be a film title, and it 
too highlights the dramatic shape of this exhibition. The “void” might be meant spatially, and 
it could also be a gesture of refusal. It is an artistic manifestation and a constant element 
in Dabernig’s work. Emptiness and concentration are repeated themes, just like presence 
and absence. This all includes a demonstrative play on the empty and redundant that is 
frequently accompanied by conceptual humor. Dabernig “shifts the void,” breaks it open, 
by introducing narrative or performative points of access and challenging rationalistic 
obsessions and plannable structures.

At the end of the room, opposite the entrance, there is a grid-shaped wall installation (1). 
It transforms elements of architecture into sculpture. It is made of simple aluminum profiles, 
prefabricated elements from facades technology. In construction, they become invisible by 
the time the building is completed, when a facade is mounted on them and added to the 
actual structure of the wall. The facade of the mumok building with its gray basalt plates is 
constructed in this way. Here, in the exhibition gallery, these profiles have nothing mounted 
on them. They show only themselves. Their arrangement is done according to traditional 
artistic decisions, based on proportion, rhythm, and placing. Some of the grid works are 
gently in rhythm, and in a dialectic in combination with the orthogonal room they engender 
latent perspective confusion.
The sober form of these objects guides our perception to the surrounding space, the 
relations between the large exhibition cubes, the rows of display cases, and the gallery 
itself, whose proportions and grid-shaped lighting elements on the ceiling are emphasized 
all the more. In this set of mutual cross-references, Dabernig also includes the tradition of 
the ideal modernist exhibition gallery, its apparently timeless neutrality as a functional white 
cube, isolated from the outer world and producing its own hierarchical ordering system.

Like he does to the mumok exhibition space, Dabernig has used targeted intervention to 
shape and manipulate a number of other spaces (2). He has designed reading and study 
spaces, and also private living spaces. Photos and project sketches in two display cases 
show how the artist has over many years been using very simple materials to expand and 
interpret the function of rooms and space, with the aim of discovering the mechanisms 
appertaining to such spaces and their political and social implications. These settings 
in space also include exhibition spaces, such as the large halls of the Arsenale at the 
50th Biennale in Venice in 2003, where Dabernig was invited by Igor Zabel to devise an 
exhibition concept for Individual Systems. In 2008 Dabernig was asked by Maria Hlavajova 
and Charles Esche to adapt this concept for the new spatial conditions at the 1st Brussels 
Biennale within the exhibition Once is Nothing in homage to the then deceased Zabel.

Dabernig is sometimes linked to the minimal art of the 1960s and to conceptual art. He 
himself sees his world of objects in numbers and signs rather as an attempt to “sublimate 
the petit-bourgeois Catholic model of education. Measurements and mathematical 
formulae as the catharsis of a world full of religious images and national myths.” A large 
role is played here by the international modernist formal idioms of postwar architecture, 
whose structures can be seen as an encoding of social and political history, which 
Dabernig in turn often overlays with his hybrid tests and romantic textures.

It is in his films that Dabernig becomes a storyteller, and that he also appears in person. 
He began making films in 1996, and all his films are based on very precise screenplays. 
He makes use of the traditions of experimental film, with unusual edits and camera views, 
while in other places his films follow the linear plot structures of classic narrative cinema. 
In this medium too, architectural structures and spatial conditions are key themes. In these 
works, Dabernig talks of “extended sculpture,” and also of a “symbiosis” of all the media 
he uses, “architecture, space, photography, and text.” His narrative lines are subordinated 
to normative systems and actions that lead to nothing. The films are set in soulless places, 
on the margins of cities, concrete deserts, and decaying buildings that are reminiscent 
of stereotyped reporting about “Eastern Europe” or the “fall of dictatorial systems.” But 
Dabernig’s strangely neglected settings are also to be found in Western Europe, in Italy 
for example. Postwar modernist architecture in Western and Eastern Europe is seen by 
Dabernig as form of memory of the great unfinished social projects of modernism, beyond 
any one political system.

This includes soccer stadiums, and soccer is a repeated motif and point of reference in the 
artist’s work. In Dabernig’s first film Wisla (1996) (3), two men are sitting on the trainer’s 
bench in a soccer stadium, watching a game that the viewers of the film cannot see but can 
only follow in the soundtrack. The visuals and the sound do not match. The camera is fixed 
on the two men in suits, and at the end of the film, after handshakes with “officials” the two 
“trainers,” played by Josef Dabernig and Martin Kaltner, are revealed to be just pantomime-
like actors. The game that viewers thought they were following by listening to the voice 
of the Italian commentator and watching the accompanying gestures of the two actors, is 
actually an illusion. A commentary on a game in the Italian league played at Fruili stadium 
in Udine contrasts absurdly with the scene of the action, Wisla stadium in Kraków. In this 
grotesque interplay of image and sound, the stadium scoreboard is shown at the end of the 
film, with the score at a consistent 0:0.

Since 1993 Dabernig has been taking panoramic photos of soccer stadiums he visits on 
his travels, including pitches in Cairo, Kraków, Pristina, Gjumri, Vilnius, and Santiago (4). 
With few exceptions, the photos all follow the same scheme. Dabernig stands on the center 
line and takes three photos each to the left and right, so as to gain a 180-degree view of 
each half. Like in a perspectivist drawing, all the lines between each camera move seem to 
be very precisely drawn, and each photo repeats the same concept based on criteria like 
composition and section. “It is like the precise construction of nothing: very clear in form, 



very open in meaning,” the artist says. His soccer pitches are mostly situated at the margins 
of cities and villages. His photos are always taken when no games are played, and they 
convey an almost disconcerting sense of absence. They open up a tense combination of 
emptiness and intensity, determined by waiting for that moment when the next game may 
start and the void is again full of action.

Just as the phantom of a soccer game can be accompanied by fetishistic adoration, the 
car too is a commonly accepted bourgeois cult object. Dabernig noted and kept gas 
consumption statistics for his “divas” Fiat, Lancia und Alfa, and these can be read as a 
biography of the artist through his journeys by car (5). The car is also portrayed as an object 
of desire in his films. In Lancia Thema (2005) (6), the protagonist (Dabernig himself) goes 
on a trip. The atmospheric setting with a romantic mountain backdrop and an Italian pine-
tree alley is accompanied by opera music. Enjoyment of nature and art, the classic leisure 
activities of the bourgeoisie, seem to be the focus of this film. But the man driving through 
the most stunning mountain scenery completely ignores its idyllic dimension. When he 
stops and gets out, he instead obsessively photographs his Italian car, which is thus 
unexpectedly turned into a fetish. There is also a wink at the theme of soccer. The car stops 
in front of a wall where children have painted a soccer goal, and by a field that the camera 
pan then reveals to be a soccer pitch. While the movie camera pans through magnificent 
scenery and fulfils our need for atmospheric pictures, the driver and his camera are only 
interested in the car. His fascination for the object is irritating, it seems as if his journey to 
all these places were only for the sake of taking covetous pictures of his car.

In an almost bureaucratic manner, Dabernig has been a collector of various materials (7). 
He keeps entrance tickets to soccer matches, which works both as the collection of a 
soccer fan and also a reference to Conceptual Art. He himself self-ironically addresses his 
own love of tables, lists, and self-reflecting archives, and his collections of gas consumption 
statistics for his cars and his lists of cigarettes smoked, which in thirty-one years only twice 
exceeds the highest daily number of four. Self-control, including of his own body, and 
subordination to the “aesthetics of administration” becomes the self-referential center of 
many of the artist’s works.

The film excurses on fitness (2010) (8) shows people in a room pursuing different kinds 
of relaxing sports. It may look like a coincidental and arbitrary congregation of different 
interests, but it transpires at the end of the film that it is in fact a very precisely worked-out 
choreography. We see the computer screen belonging to the “author,” played by Otto Zitko, 
who determines every single movement as in a screenplay, and we are able to read the final 
scene before we see it. Different levels of time are thus intermixed and our notions of the 
linear sequence of film action are disturbed. “Togetherness and communication freeze in 
the tableau-like staging to a geometry of gestures and gazes,” Dabernig says. This film too 
is a “sculptural construction in an expanded sense,” the attempt “to think of sculpture 
in film.”

In Parking (2003) (9) too, a precisely controlled film plot is presented, with a linear and 
nearly emotionless course of events that contrasts strongly with the film’s theme. Two 
men are driving in a car, Josef Dabernig himself at the wheel and Herbert Stattler on 
the passenger seat. The car stops at the side of a country road, both men begin quite 
calmly to take off their clothes and fold them neatly. Then the passenger’s hands are 
tied. Once outside the car, the driver first kneels down on the other man in a seemingly 
sadomasochistic manner, then takes a foot mat from out of the car and hits the other man 
with it briefly but violently. The two men then get back in the car and dress. The whole time 
all this is going on, cars pass by on the road, but the two protagonists pay no attention to 
them. This sexual venting is no wild game, as it takes a strangely calm course. The bizarre 
effect consists not only in the direct confrontation with taboo sexual desires in a slowed 
sequence of acts, but also in the confluence of intimacy and publicity, all of which causes 
both confusion and a certain sense of comedy.

River Plate (2013) (10) is the artist’s newest film. The sound of a loud gushing river 
dominates the scene and becomes the background for a Sunday swimming trip. Several 
persons are taking part, lying in bathing costumes on stones on the river bank, or standing 
in the water. The camera zooms in staccato-like steps onto various details of the bodies 
and their skin, the surrounding natural scene, and also details of a built environment, like 
crash barriers or a bridge. It quickly becomes evident that this is no untouched natural idyll, 
but a place that has seen much human intervention. Concrete pipes are lying about, there 
are pieces of construction iron between the shoreline stones, and details of a monumental 
overpass suggest a large construction site and its debris, perhaps even after an 
earthquake. The brutality of this environment is aptly mirrored by the sound of the river, and 
by the editing, alternating in abrupt near-far and loud-quiet modes. The men and women 
are like “aliens added to the scene,” stuck in a non-communicative position of waiting. 
The approaching rain then signals the violent incursion of natural forces that compel the 
protagonists to take shelter beneath the monumental concrete architecture of the bridge 
supports.
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Entering the continuation of the exhibition on Level 2, the first impression is that this is 
the same room you have just left. A close comparison walking to and fro between the two 
levels would show you that the arrangement of the large cubes is in the opposite direction 
here. The design of these confusing repetitions of spatial and narrative structures only 
becomes apparent on close inspection. Repetition is not just a key principle at transition 
points in the show, but also as an artistic principle in Josef Dabernig’s films, objects, and 
photographs.

Dabernig makes a targeted use of inconsistencies and irritation in his films. In Herna 
(2013) (11), in English “gaming hall,” the soundtrack is a radio play by Bruno Pellandini. 
It features an entertaining conversation between two couples, men and women, in a 
restaurant, on the subjects of love and death, property and loss. The protagonists drink, 
come closer to one another. The men come across as the classic seducers trying to show 
themselves in the best possible light, their egos boosted by the women’s admiration. 
The tone of this seemingly innocent chatter is exaggerated, as if it came from boulevard 
theater. The men boast about their financial assets, and this culminates in their description 
of how they bought a castle called Strunzenfels (the German verb “strunzen” means to 
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boast), with the words: “The first castle is always for free.” The images in this film stand in 
stark contrast to its humoristic and light tone. In a simple gaming hall a young man is seen 
repeatedly trying his luck.  A young woman is waiting with a baby outside in a car. This sad 
place where the young man is obsessively gambling also compares unfavorably with the 
easily won riches that the two men are joking about.

One of Josef Dabernig‘s few color films is Hypercrisis (2011) (12). The scene is a former 
holiday retreat for Soviet filmmakers in the south Caucasus. This abandoned and decayed 
building speaks via its former function of the rules and systems of an obsolete political 
order and its concept of culture that placed artistic activity under state support and 
control. In Dabernig’s film, the hostel is now home to writers and literary people. In the 
faded glory of the place, “higher-situated men have made themselves comfortable like 
bees in clover.” Like doctors in white cloaks, filmed with a static camera, and musically 
accompanied by Verdi’s Requiem, they lead a seemingly quiet and self-satisfied life. The 
only guest is the Russian writer Boris Martov, a young talent from the perestroika years 
in the 1980s. To psychedelic music, the hand-held camera follows the path taken by this 
confused and restless character, who is clearly struggling with himself, his own crisis in 
production, and with the system. At the end of Hypercrisis the writer shakes his head and 
walks out of a musical performance given by “talented children” in the hostel’s cinema and 
in the presence of the film’s director.

Dabernig’s reflections on the use of spaces or rooms and their inscribed political and 
social structures again and again center in on museum and exhibition spaces. Proposal for 
a New Kunsthaus, not further developed (2004) (13) uses a sober title from the language 
of architecture denoting a suggestion for an imaginary exhibition building. This fifteen-
part slide series presents a full spatial design for an art institution—from the facade 
to the entrance, the foyer, the exhibition gallery, the lecture theater, the restrooms, the 
bar, the archive, offices, and children’s play corner. Dabernig’s “proposal” is an almost 
romantic reminiscence of an aesthetic that has nothing to do with economic viability and 
standardized building management. He shows rooms and spaces that are conditioned 
by poverty, emptiness, and a petit-bourgeois way of life. The Proposal is targeted at 
Kunsthaus Graz, and is not only an ironic comment on the architectural fantasies of 
originality in contemporary museum building (including the mumok building). Dabernig’s 
Kunsthaus consists of elements from the world of the kind of people who hardly ever 
enter a cultural institution and do not belong to the elitist circles interested in art. But 
unspectacular and distant places reveal an everyday world that becomes attractive 
precisely because it lacks all those designer surfaces that otherwise create our marketed 
and branded lives.

Dabernig has also included his very earliest works in this personal exhibition and devoted 
one cube to them (14). Some of these sculptures were made as his graduation project at 
the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna. He studied under Joannis Avramidis, who demanded 
real sculptures for the successful completion of the study of sculpture, and not just graphic 

designs and sketches. Dabernig “obeyed.” His Sculptures for diploma (1981) adhere to a 
classis postwar modernist concept of sculpture. They are anthropomorphic shapes with 
open surface structures and some cubist formal dissection, placed in traditional fashion 
on plinths. They are, however, not freely invented forms, as Dabernig transformed them 
from his measurements of human bodies taken from nude studio models and an anatomy 
handbook into a format acceptable for a diploma examination.

The artist‘s final diploma pieces are not the earliest examples of Dabernig disciplining 
himself in order to subordinate his work to a prescribed task. Alongside his lists of gas 
station bills and his cigarette consumption, on show on Level 0, he made his first written 
work (15) in 1977, at the beginning of his studies. For Handwritten copy of the book 
“Schönheit und Verdauung oder die Verjüngung des Menschen nur durch sachgemäße 
Wartung des Darmes” (“Beauty and Digestion or Rejuvenation Can Be Attained Only 
Through Proper Maintenance of the Intestine”) by Dr. Franz Xaver Mayr, 5th edition, 1975 
(first edition 1920), Verlag Neues Leben Bad Goisern, Upper Austria Dabernig sat down 
every day on an uncomfortable stone by a river and word by word copied out this to this 
day popular book on a mild and bread diet theory. This act of copying a book was a way 
to “write himself free of rules” he had been subjected to for many years as a boarding 
schoolboy. He also thought of this work as part of a kind of “working cure,” as he had 
attempted around this time to cure a metabolic disorder not by means of this special 
diet but by frequent heavy labor in the forest. Mayr developed his rigid diet partly on the 
basis of studies of ancient statues and paintings in the museums of Rome and Naples, 
believing he could detect illnesses of the digestive tract by looking at the shape of the 
figure’s bellies. In this way, he had directly connected art, health, and beauty to each other. 
A proper way of life leads to beauty, so his basic thesis. Departing from the correct order is 
dangerous and leads to illness. Mayr’s book corresponds to notions of normed society, in 
which deviation and rule violation are perceived to be outside the norm and irregularities 
in a metaphorical sense are also seen as unpleasant. Dabernig’s self-regulation mirrors 
the social control of the subject, expressed in rationalized systems including school and 
education.

For the artist, the diet book was the beginning of a process of self-healing, although he 
never followed the diet. He developed a way of working that uncouples the meaning of an 
object or act and brings it together with another activity or structure. This consistent and 
almost obsessive approach leads to moments of estrangement, and also comedy. In many 
of his later films Dabernig challenged customary ways of seeing and thinking by using 
comparable working methods. Again and again he separates image and soundtrack, so 
that the two follow different plots or only occasionally meet. Rosa coeli (2011) (16) tells 
the story of a man on a journey. While we see him in a train reading, the narrator talks of 
a return to a childhood village, of memories, and existential concerns. Unspoken conflicts 
are alluded to, but the dominant mode is the depiction of a youth spent in a countryside 
idyll, in a working social system of neighbors and friends. The memories of the speaker 
could hardly be further away from the pictures shown in the film. Once the train has 



arrived, the journey continues in a taxi, with Josef Dabernig as the taxi driver, passing sad-
looking dwellings. While the narrative speaks of the death of the father as the reason to 
return to childhood places, the film pursues its monotonous plot. The man is seen sitting 
with the taxi driver in the restaurant of an obviously otherwise empty hotel. At the table 
documents are exchanged and signed, without any indication as to what is going on. The 
man gets back in the taxi, is driven to the station and then walks into the distance alone 
along the empty platform. The almost histrionic language that tells the story of the father’s 
death stands in strange contrast to the monotony and simplicity of the filmed events. But 
the story in images also has its own existential subtext, as three of the four protagonists 
are physically disabled.

A similarly incongruent combination of image and sound is also used in Hotel Roccalba 
(2008) (17). A series of long camera shots shows images full of surreal melancholy. In a 
former hotel on the Slovenian-Italian border people are busy doing various banal everyday 
chores and activities—handiwork, chopping wood, reading, sleeping, cutting hair, repairing 
a bicycle. All this action takes place in silence with no noteworthy interaction between the 
protagonists. Hotel Roccalba is a typical example of the cast list in Dabernig‘s films. Pretty 
well his entire family has a part, as well as friends from the art scene, but not professional 
actors. In contrast to the slow passing of time in this strangely rundown house that can 
hardly be seen as a place to relax, the soundtrack is hectic. The metallic and monotonous 
voices of a number of soccer commentators run continually in Italian. Contrary dynamics 
meet each other in irritating fashion and without any connection. The emotion and 
enthusiasm for the game just heightens the lack of emotion and the slow and lethargic 
sequence of the scenes.

When moving on to the small exhibition gallery on Level 2, visitors cross through a low-
ceilinged corridor space, often without noticing that this is in fact the same white cube 
that seems to be freely hung in the foyer and connects the two parts of the building 
like a bridge. This is an object made by Heimo Zobernig, Ohne Titel (2002), by means of 
which the artist refers to the white cube of the museum, making it a walk-in architectural 
element that is also visible from the outside in the gray entrance hall. Dabernig has placed 
two further cubes inside this artwork. His free-standing works in wood are stabilized by 
sandbags, and gallery visitors must pass through them. A Study of Relationships between 
Cube, Cube and Cube (2014) (18) intertwines the function of the objects with the 
functions of the space, which itself is an object by Heimo Zobernig that in turn refers to 
mumok, whose outer form also looks like a monolithic cube.

In the much lower-ceilinged exhibition gallery there are again two grid-shaped wall 
objects (19). Due to the smaller size of the room, their effect is completely different to that 
of the grids on the story below. These wall grids correspond with the arrangement of the 
display cases opposite, which show works that were made during a scholarship period in 
Rome in 1982 and 1983 (20). The artist measured two spatial situations in Torvaianica, 
a coastal town thirty kilometers from Rome that grew relatively unsystematically in 

the postwar years. In this coastal resort defined by characterless new buildings and 
apartment blocks, Dabernig transformed the measurements of certain lines into a system 
of coordinates and multiplied them by three using Pythagoras’s theorum a²+b²=c². 
The actually rational system used to process the data leads to a result that is logically 
consistent but no longer really comprehensible as such—a mere abstract system of lines. 
In 1983 and 1984 Dabernig made a three-dimensional version of these drawings in 
sectional steel piping (21). This sculpture gains its form from a systematic approach as an 
artistic method that questions both subjective starting points and conventions of aesthetic 
contemplation.



The exhibition gallery on Level 3 begins with a surprising déjà-vu. This looks like the 
same room you have just left. Both the size of the room and the arrangement of grids and 
display cases are the same, but now you enter from the opposite end. The grids on the 
wall now occupy the whole length of the room and emphasize it longways (22). There are 
six grid elements corresponding to six displays.

The display cases on this level are understood as a homage to Rudolf Prohazka. Dabernig 
greatly appreciated the work of this architect, who died young, and also worked with him 
in a number of competitions. For an art-in-public-space project in Hagenbrunn in Lower 
Austria, Prohazka suggested a mirror installation along the side of the road that links the 
somewhat isolated church with the rest of the village (23). Forty-two mirrors between the 
road and the cycle path were intended to rhythmically follow the structure of the divided 
plots of land and the shaped landscape. The mirrors would reflect the one-sided building 
development which partly destroyed the traditional land plot structures. For this project, 
Dabernig’s work was to write the project text, in which he interpreted the mirrors not 
only as a connection between the communal and clerical parts of the village, but also as 
an allusion to the fourteen stations of the cross, whereby the mirrors would not promise 
salvation but rather an opportunity to literally reflect on yourself. Dabernig’s text begins 
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analytically, but only briefly, and after just two of twenty pages, he turns to a treatise on 
”The Image of the Living Mirror in Leibniz’s Work and Its Significance for Goethe’s Late 
Work,” written by Jürgen Nieraad in 1970, a long essay which looks at Johann Wolfgang 
von Goethe’s thoughts on morphology.

In his conceptual paper on interim (1998) (2), Dabernig asks: “What might an urban 
development link between Plüschow Castle in Mecklenburg and the Palatul Poporului 
in Bucharest look like?” His construction sketches level out the scales and ask 
whether these two very different buildings might be refunctioned as a parking lot or a 
shopping mall. “In architecture politics is always present. Architecture is politics, form 
and function stand for appearance and effect, for ideal and purpose. Monumentalism 
unmasks itself, seen in this way, as megalomania, as terror; monumentalism would be 
reference and responsibility. In the reference between our two models social content is 
polarized beyond the level of mere scalability. The difference in size is both metrical and 
ideological, the quantitative dimension is qualitative.” Years later, Dabernig again worked 
with similar thoughts on connecting disparate places in the exhibition Frozen Moments: 
Architecture Speaks Back (2010). For this, he processed CAD files of the building of the 
former Georgian ministry of highways in Tblisi, an architectural icon by George Chakhava 
and Zura Jalaghania built in 1975. Inspired by Georgia’s magnificent landscapes and 
fascinated by the peasant building tradition, the architects laid out eighteen stories 
alongside and on top of each other, in the sense of a horizontal skyscraper through which 
“the landscape flows.” Dabernig contrasted the Tblisi “space city” with the megalomaniac 
palace of the dictator Ceaușescu, the “Palace of the Republic” in Bucharest, and again 
selected Plüschow Castle, a small country seat of the aristocracy, as a third element.

He then developed sequences of axonometries, floor plans, outlines, and cross-
sections of buildings, in which volumes are related to each other in a truly playful and 
experimental fashion. Ceaușescu’s massive palace is as if fenced in by the multiple 
interlaced copies of the container ensemble of the ministry and the small Baroque castle 
alongside takes on the dimensions of a dog kennel. In the above-mentioned project 
interim, Dabernig reproduces the small castle and fills out the volume of the bombastic 
palatial building in Bucharest. When preparing the exhibition in Tblisi, Dabernig aptly 
described the project to the curator Joanna Warsza: “The former Ministry of Highways of 
Georgia is thus presented within an impossible architectonic context, raising questions 
as to formal coherence and iconographic significance and also possible political 
connotations. With best regards, Josef.”

Josef Dabernig, River Plate, 2013
Filmstills 35mm, s/w, 16 min
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Artist talk with Josef Dabernig
 
Friday, 1 p.m.
Art and Lunch
Guided tour and lunch
 
Saturday and Sunday, 2 p.m.
Across the mumok 
General interest tours
 
Saturday, 4 p.m.
Special tours of the exhibitions 
in English 

Saturday, 6.9., 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Bus tour with Josef Dabernig
to the film locations of Rosa coeli 
and Herna

Sunday, 4 p.m.
Thematic tours

Overpainted. Für junge Menschen
Information at www.mumok.at

Children and families
Workshops for all from 6–12

Summer Studio 
Tue., 8.7. to Sat, 12.7. and Tue, 26.8. to 
Sat, 30.8., 10 a.m.–1 p.m. 

KinderUniKunst 
Mon., 30.6. to Fri, 4.7., 10 a.m.–1 p.m.  

Sunday, 2 p.m.
Workshops
7., 14., 21., and 28.9.

Sunday, 11 a.m.
Atelier x-small
For all from 4–6
7. and 21.9.
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